Living
With

The collecting of art is as
rewarding as the making of it.

By Jerry N. Weiss
Nearly buried amid the inventory of my drawings and paintings
are works by other artists. To refer to these as comprising “my
collection” inadvertently and incorrectly summons the image of
artwork carefully selected over time and installed in a special
viewing area. In truth, the collection has been amassed haphazardly through purchase or trade, as gifts or via dumb luck,
and though some pieces are hung on the walls of my studio,
many more are stacked alongside my own paintings or kept
in flat files. They come from friends and colleagues, as well as
family and former students. My most recent acquisition is a
lovely head painted by my friend Tom Root, the product of an exchange of canvases. The oldest work I possess
is a pen drawing by Edwin Austin Abbey, bought at auction.
There’s no premeditation to my efforts in gathering art, other than admiration of the artists and their work.
What follows are some selections, which I think are all the more interesting for the accompanying stories.
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Couple (ca 1981; oil on
linen) by Jerry Weiss: An alla
prima study painted in Harvey
Dinnerstein’s morning class at
the National Academy

above:

left: Dan and Susan (ca 1985;
oil on linen, 24x24) by Jerry
Weiss: This was initially intended as an individual portrait
of my friend Dan Gheno, seated
next to a window in a Manhattan apartment. The addition
of my friend Susan Mazer in
the foreground was nearly an
afterthought, but her presence
makes the painting.
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Works on paper

above left: Academic Figure,
(ca 1912; charcoal on paper,
24x16) by Edmund F. Ward:
When I met Mr. Ward, he was
86 years old and it was my 19th
birthday. Taking a kindly interest
in the figure drawings I showed
him, he suggested a trade. This
was a study he drew in George
Bridgman’s class at the Art
Students League of New York.

Study of Mr. Meltzer,
(1960s; charcoal on paper,
15x11¾) by Harvey Dinnerstein.
A terrific quick study by my former teacher; some of my favorite
works by Harvey are his rapid and
vigorous drawings and pastels.
above right:
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The first work I acquired in a trade

was a charcoal of a standing male nude
drawn by Edmund F. Ward. Mr. Ward
had been a successful illustrator and
was still an enthusiastic painter when
I visited him in 1978. Academic Figure
was drawn in George Bridgman’s class
at the Art Students League of New
York around 1912. According to Mr.
Ward, each week Bridgman assessed his
students’ work in numerical order. Mr.
Ward recalled that he sometimes came
in second, but never earned the top rating, which always went to his friend
and roommate, Norman Rockwell. The
drawing is a fine example of the academic

approach of the time and lacks the more
mechanical stylization that characterizes
the drawings of Bridgman’s students in
later years. The cylindrical study of the
lower arm was probably a demonstration
sketch by the instructor.
I have many drawings by my father,
who was a professional cartoonist of
note. When I was younger, he’d send me
glad tidings through the mail, enclosing
checks within cartoons drawn just for
my benefit. In addition to these private
drawings are figure studies he made in
Bridgman’s class at the League around
1940, and numerous cartoons and comic
strips, dating from his years in the service,

left: Portrait of Blanche Weiss,
(ca 1986; charcoal pencil on
paper, 11x14) by Susan Mazer:
Susan and I had set up my
parents to paint an informal
double portrait. Neither of our
paintings amounted to much,
but this preparatory sketch has
a quiet emotional charge.
bottom left: It Never Fails,
(early 1940s; pen and ink on
paper, 10x12½) by Morris
Weiss: It Never Fails was a
cartoon panel my father created when he was in his 20s.
You can see my dad’s flair for
creating characters and skill in
handling the pen.

when he illustrated army newspapers.
Pictured above is a wonderfully drawn
gag strip from the 1940s.
One day, while searching eBay for
art books and fine art, I came across a
marvelous charcoal by my former teacher
Harvey Dinnerstein (page 32). The model
was a Mr. Meltzer, someone Harvey
drew and painted frequently in the 1960s.
The drawing has a great variety of textures, with a touch that is both quick and
emphatic. Its powerful technique and
effective characterization are qualities
that attracted me to study with Harvey
more than 35 years ago. When I enrolled
in his class at the National Academy

of Design, a large oil painting of Mr.
Meltzer hung in the school’s lobby.
Because of the impression of
immediacy, some works on paper seem
more poignant than finished paintings.
There’s a drawing of my mother by Susan
Mazer (above), an artist with whom I
lived and worked in the 1980s. It’s an
accomplished piece of draftsmanship that
was conceived as a study for a painting
that was never completed. The drawing
was given to me by Mazer’s family soon
after she passed away in 2001. Her work
demands more attention.

above right: Drawing of Harvey
Dinnerstein (1984; charcoal
pencil on paper) by Jerry Weiss:
This was drawn in a school
studio, most likely on a day
when the model didn’t show
up or fell ill and Harvey sat for
his students. I dated this 1984,
but by that time I’d left school,
so I don’t have a clue what the
precise circumstances were.
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paintings by colleagues

above: New Jersey Industrial
Scene (ca 1989; oil on linen,
32x44) by Tom Loepp: In the
early 1990s I shared a studio
in New York City with Tom
Loepp. I not only admired
Tom’s paintings, but his work
ethic as well. This was an
abandoned idea for a multipainting cityscape commission.
When Tom was preparing to
reuse the canvas I convinced
him to let me have it instead.
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Some paintings have found their way
to me in unusual ways and are testaments
to being in the right place at the right
time. In the early 1990s, Tom Loepp and
I shared a studio in New York City, and
over time we amassed a small collection
of one another’s work. We spent much
of the summer of 1991 painting together
on the street and beside the East River in
Manhattan and Brooklyn. I came to own
his large oil sketch, New Jersey Industrial
Scene (above) when we met one Sunday
in a parking area under Brooklyn Bridge
and Tom took the unfinished canvas
from the trunk of his car with the intent

of painting over it. For several minutes
we stood and played tug-of-war with the
canvas and, after some argument, it was
surrendered to my possession.
An artist I had the honor of teaching
alongside was Deane G. Keller. Deane
taught primarily figure drawing and
anatomy—he idolized Bridgman, and
even acquired some of his drawings—
and one day we traded paintings we had
each done as classroom demonstrations
for students. I chose a study of a plaster
cast he’d made of his arm (opposite).

top left: Red Crane, Brooklyn
Bridge (1991; oil on linen,
25x34) by Jerry Weiss: I spent
much of the summer of 1991
painting en plein air in New
York City, along with my friend
Tom Loepp. Tom and I had access to the top of a barge that
was moored in the East River. I
painted this while the floor beneath me gently bobbed on the
river’s current.
bottom far left: Arianna (oil
on linen, 16x12) by Tom Root:
I’ve admired Tom Root’s work
for a long time. Last summer
we finally had an opportunity
to spend a few days together,
during which time we painted
one another, conversed about
art and traded canvases. This is
the painting I chose. I think it
exemplifies a lot of what I like
about Tom’s work: keen draftsmanship, a feel for atmosphere,
fine color sense and sensitivity
to personality.
bottom left: Study of the
Artist’s Arm, (oil on canvas,
34x12) by Deane G. Keller:
Deane was interested in all
facets of figurative study, which
meant that he often left the
figure-drawing studio to visit
the sculpture department. This
study was painted from a
plaster cast Deane had made
of his arm, and the canvas subsequently hung in a sculpture
studio at the college where we
both taught. For a brief time
Deane held an advanced anatomy class at the Yale School of
Medicine, where he lectured on
the dissection of corpses.

Seizing the Chance

I gained a fine artwork from my friend Dan Gheno in an
unexpected circumstance. Once many years ago, we were using my car to help Dan move
his possessions from one apartment to another in midtown Manhattan, and he decided to
leave some “junk” items on the sidewalk in front of his old building. Among the discards
was a fairly large pastel, which I scooped up and still have more than 30 years later.
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works by former students

above: Jen Reclining (ca 2003;
oil on canvas attached to board,
18¾x28) by Caitlin Deppe
Lewando: This is a wonderfully
lively figure study. I’d done a
couple of demonstrations from
this pose, one with a palette
knife, so Caitlin took up the
challenge and painted much of
this with a knife as well.
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If you teach long enough, you’ll have
the good fortune to work with talented
students and, in this respect, it seems
I’ve been exceedingly lucky. A terrific
landscape painter named Eric Jacobsen
was present during my first year as
an instructor, and I probably haven’t
worked with a better plein air painter
since. As with most of the artists mentioned here, several of Eric’s works surround me, and one of them hangs over
the desktop where I write; this particular
canvas is stacked with my work. Eric
painted Spring Landscape (page 37) in a
field behind my studio.
Jen Reclining (above) by Caitlin
Deppe Lewando is one of the few paintings I own that was done in my class. I
was much impressed by Caitlin’s natural
ability—this painting looks as if it must
have been accomplished quite easily,
but we know better. The color is bright
and subtle, the brushwork vigorous.

Foreshortened figures often drive students to distraction, but here the skull is
seen convincingly in perspective, and the
rib cage is as solidly conceived as a painter
could wish.
Good artists are invariably intelligent, and I enjoy their presence as much
for the conversation as the art. When
Paula Billups began studying with me,
she was inexperienced as a painter but
profoundly curious and interested in
learning the process of making art. Paula
soon became an accomplished painter,
and her intellectual character shows up
in her visual art. Her portrait, Kate (page
37), seems to be a projection of the artist’s own complex intelligence and direct
personality. In a lively patchwork of color,
the subject is seen standing, illuminated
by artificial light.
I’ve invoked George Bridgman’s
name several times, as the teacher of
Edmund F. Ward and my father, and

as an inspiration to Deane G. Keller.
There is, as far as I know, one artist who
studied both with Bridgman and with
me: my mother. My mother and father
first met while both were studying figure
drawing at the Art Students League
of New York. More than 60 years later
she attended workshops that I taught.
Included here is a still life my mother set
up and painted on her own (Still Life with
Blue Bottle, above right). I don’t know if
she consciously realized the composition
she formulated, with drapery and shadows forming contrary diagonals, and the
bottle standing at the center of an “X.”
My suspicion is that the design was as
intuitive as her sense of color, in which
case I’m all the more impressed.

The Best Reason to Collect

Considering these drawings and paintings together, I can appreciate that they
represent an intersection of work that I

admire and artists whom I regard with
great fondness. The contributions of my
parents, predecessors, colleagues and students have enriched my life; if some have
learned from me, it’s certain that I’ve
drawn even more from these connections.
The best reason to collect isn’t for the
sport of it, nor for profit. My father gathered a phenomenal collection of work by
cartoonists and illustrators because he
liked their work, and that’s the reason
I’ve collected, too. Each of these drawings and paintings speaks to the artists’
observations and aspirations, and each of
them resonates with me for various and
personal reasons. n
Jerry N. Weiss (jerrynweiss.com) is a frequent
contributor to The Artist’s Magazine. He teaches
at the Art Students Leage of New York.

above left: Kate (ca 2007; oil on
canvas, 36x24) by Paula Billups:
Paula’s paintings are always
constructed with great thoughtfulness. This portrait suggests
a woman of independent and
intelligent will, surely a projection of the artist’s qualities.

Spring Landscape
(1995; oil on linen, 26x24) by
Eric Jacobsen: Eric was already
a skilled plein air painter when
he began studying with me. This
light-filled canvas was painted
on a hillside behind my studio.

top right:

Still Life with Blue
Bottle (1980; oil on canvas,
16x20) by Blanche Weiss: My
mother too rarely had the opportunity to paint. In her later years,
she attended many of my figure
painting workshops, which must
have been interesting for the other students, especially when she
offered advice on running the
class. I like this painting a lot.

bottom right:
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